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long lists of foods, though only some of them may suit
particular bodies, and a person wishing to live on vege-
tarian diet should find by trial what would suit him best.
If he finds some difficulty with his digestive organs, he is
taking the wrong kind of food.  He should try other
things and unless he is hopelessly diseased, he will always
find a way out.  Uncooked vegetables and fruits are
recommended. The utmost care should be taken to avoid
any increased consumption of starchy foods, sugar, tea
or coffee. Salads of uncooked vegetables should take
the place of the missing meat, and uncooked fruits
should be eaten freely. Whole meal bread only should
be used.
Q. If a wan be suffering from a fatal disease or a
GJzronic illness, and the only remedy is flesh food, may it
^ot be taken under medical orders ?
Ans. The question is based on an unlikely or impossible
assumption. It is like asking : s' If a square were round,
how many corners would it have ? " There is no illness for
which the eating of flesh is the only remedy. In fact,
flesh diet is never meant as a remedy for any illness. The
giving of flesh in serious cases by European doctors is
generally a sign that the patient is beginning to recover.
Even if such a case as is assumed in the question be at all
possible, the person concerned should take into consider-
ation his duty and his position in spiritual evolution. A
Sanyasi or a spiritually evolved soul might let his body
die under such conditions, whereas an ordinary man of the
world would wish to preserve it.
In case of a serious or chronic disease, with medical
advice to take meat, the patient should change his doctor
instead of bis diet. Doctors differ as much as laymen,
and we should choose a doctor whose opinions on these

